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Periconceptional folate consumption
is associated with neonatal DNA methylation

modifications in neural crest regulatory
and cancer development genes
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Folate deficiency during early embryonic development constitutes a risk factor for neural tube defects and
potentially for childhood leukemia via unknown mechanisms. We tested whether folate consumption during the 12
months prior to conception induced DNA methylation modifications at birth in healthy neonates with a genome-wide
and agnostic approach. We hypothesized that DNA methylation in genes involved in neural tube development and/or
cancer susceptibility would be affected by folate exposure. We retrospectively assessed folate exposure at the time of
conception by food-frequency questionnaires administered to the mothers of 343 healthy newborns. We measured
genome-wide DNA methylation from neonatal blood spots. We implemented a method based on bootstrap resampling
to decrease false-positive findings. Folate was inversely associated with DNA methylation throughout the genome.
Among the top folate-associated genes that were replicated in an independent Gambian study were TFAP2A, a gene
critical for neural crest development, STX11, a gene implicated in acute myeloid leukemia, and CYS1, a candidate gene
for cystic kidney disease. Reduced periconceptional folate intake was associated with increased methylation and, in
turn, decreased gene expression at these 3 loci. The top folate-sensitive genes defined by their associated CpG sites
were enriched for numerous transcription factors by Gene Set Enrichment Analysis, including those implicated in
cancer development (e.g., MYC-associated zinc finger protein). The influence of estimated periconceptional folate intake
on neonatal DNA methylation levels provides potential mechanistic insights into the role of this vitamin in the
development of neural tube defects and childhood cancers.

Introduction

Folate vitamin B9 is an essential nutrient that naturally occurs
in many foods (including fresh fruits and vegetables, eggs, and
almonds). Other common sources include fortified grains and
cereals and vitamin supplementation. Folate intake is critical dur-
ing early embryonic development; deficiency can cause neural
tube defects (NTDs, a group of birth defects deriving from neu-
ral crest development aberrations)1 and other birth defects (car-
diovascular, urinary tract, and oral defects).2,3 Prenatal folate

supplementation was shown to have a protective effect for child-
hood acute lymphoblastic leukemia according to a recent
analysis.4

The mechanisms by which folate influences disease risk are
currently unknown, but emphasis has been placed on DNA
methylation.1,5 Previous candidate-gene studies have demon-
strated that folate deficiency during fetal life impacts DNA meth-
ylation at birth in animals6-21 and in humans.22-32 As folate is
a necessary cofactor for shuttling DNA methyl groups via the
1-carbon metabolic cycle,33 it could hypothetically act as a
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limiting factor during embryonic development. However, this
theoretical concept has been challenged by inconsistencies in the
directions of association between folate exposure during fetal life
and global DNA methylation at birth in folate-replete popula-
tions (assessed through LINE-1 DNA methylation).24,31,34

The most critical period for the establishment of DNA meth-
ylation patterns is shortly after fertilization between the morula
and the blastocyst stages (i.e., at days 4 to 5 after fertilization),
when the embryo’s DNA methylation is almost completely
reprogrammed.35 Once DNA methylation is established, theoret-
ically only slight modifications will occur.36 Thus, if folate plays a
critical role in DNA methylation, the main effects are likely to
occur before the reprogramming of DNA methylation around
the time of conception. Using retrospectively estimated pericon-
ceptional folate intake from food frequency questionnaires and a
genome-wide methylation array applied to newborn blood spots,
we aimed at agnostic discovery of associations between folate
exposure and methylation at birth. Given the epidemiological
evidence of associations between folate exposure at conception
and NTDs and childhood leukemias, we hypothesized that DNA
methylation in genes involved in neural tube development and/
or cancer susceptibility would be associated with folate exposure,
thus providing potential mechanistic insights.

Results

A total of 343 healthy subjects were included in the analysis
(Table 1) and were run as 2 separate batches (set 1 and set 2). As
shown, the mean folate was significantly higher in set 1 and the
estimated proportions of white blood cells slightly but signifi-
cantly varied between sets. The two sets were otherwise similar.

Defining folate-associated CpGs
The initial number of CpGs assessed was 485, 512 in both

sets. We excluded 692 CpG sites in set 1 and 447 CpG sites in
set 2 because they did not meet quality control criteria (see Meth-
ods). In accordance with previous recommendations,37,38 we
excluded all CpGs that were in or close to a SNP, on a sex chro-
mosome and polymorphic CpG sites or CpGs resulting from
bad probes (nD165,556). After these exclusions, 319,264 CpGs
were included in the analysis. Five samples in set 1 and 4 samples
in set 2 were excluded due to aberrant distributions of their raw
b¡values, suggesting a bisulfite treatment error. One sample in
set 1 and 2 in set 2 had mismatches between reported and pre-
dicted gender and were therefore also excluded.

Folate exposure prior to conception appeared to have genome-
wide effects on DNA methylation. There were more significantly
associated CpG sites than statistically expected by chance, as illus-
trated by the left deviation of the histograms of P-values and the
upper deviations of the qq-plots (Fig. S1 and Fig. 1). The qq-plots
presented a general inflation (inflation factor based on median chi-
squared: 1.295 for set 1 and 1.071 for set 2). As illustrated in
Table 2, there were many more negative than positive regression
coefficients for the association of DNA methylation with folate in
both sets among concordant loci (McNemar test P<0.001). This
suggests an inverse association of folate consumption and methyla-
tion. Mean b-values for all the analyzed CpG sites stratified by cat-
egories of folate consumption are given in Table S1.

Second, we implemented a method for the selection of CpG
sites within an epigenome-wide association study that decreases
the number of false-positive findings. The method is based on
bootstrap resampling in 2 different sets. We selected the sign con-
cordant and most significant CpG sites in both sets with an inter-
quartile range of the distribution of P-values from bootstrap

Table 1. Principal characteristics of healthy control participants from the California Childhood Leukemia Study.

Variables Set 1 (n=167 ) Set 2 (n=176 ) P

Gestational age [mean (§S.D.)](weeks) 38.9 (§2 0.1) 39.0 (§2 0.6) 0.73y

White/Caucasian (%) 62.9 48.3 0.22
R

African American (%) 5.4 2.8
Native American (%) 0.6 0.6
Asian or Pacific Islander (%) 9.6 8.5
Mixed or others (%) 21.6 39.8
Male (%) 61.7 58 0.48y

Total dietary folate equivalents* [mean (§S .D.)] (mg/d) 732.8 (§ 405.4) 503.8 (§ 281.4) <0.001y

Mean (sd) proportions of cells:
T cells CD8C 0.097 (§0 0.03) 0.073 (§0 0.023) <0.001y

T cells CD4C 0.208 (§0 0.059) 0.193 (§0 0.054) <0.05y

B cells 0.104 (§0 0.02) 0.091 (§0 0.047) <0.001y

Monocytes 0.134 (§0 0.029) 0.126 (§0 0.029) <0.01y

Natural killer cells 0.038 (§0 0.029) 0.031 (§0 0.027) <0.05y

Granulocytes (not included in the model) 0.513 (§0 0.096) 0.514 (§0 0.096) 0.97y

The CCLS is a case-control study that has recruited children with a diagnosis of acute childhood lymphoblastic leukemia and matched controls since 1996. A
subset of participants with complete smoking information were selected from the whole study sample and randomly assigned to set 1 or set 2.
*Assessed by maternal food frequency questionnaire for diet one year prior to birth;R

assessed by Chi-square test;
yassessed by Student t test.
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<0.05 in both sets (Table 3). This
selection process yielded 4 CpG sites:
cg22664307 (chr6q24.2), which is
located near the promoter of STX11;
cg21039708 (chr14q22.3), within the
promoter of OTX2; cg15219145
(chr6p24.3), within the promoter
of TFAP2A; and cg13499966
(chr2p25.1), which is located near the
promoter of CYS1 (aka cystin-1).
Because folate intake was a continuous
measure with a large range among par-
ticipants, regression coefficients appear
small, though they still represent signifi-
cant modifications. For instance, the
difference in DNA methylation at
cg15219145 for a hypothetical “average
participant” in set 1 between the mini-
mal value of folate (118.8 mg/d) and
the maximal one (2056 mg/d)—all
other parameters being equal—is 0.055
and 0.041 [b-values], respectively, i.e.,
a 25% difference. Multiple-testing cor-
rection was performed by a permutations-based P-values
test,39,40 and the top 4 CpG sites survived this approach with a
corrected P-value <0.05 in both sets (Table 3). The top 4 CpG
sites and their DNA methylation levels as well as the DNA meth-
ylation levels of the CpG sites that were allocated to the same
genes were globally concordant between the sets (as illustrated in
Figs. S2–5), suggesting regional replication beyond the single
CpG site identified in our bootstrap analyses.

Impact of DNA methylation on gene function

Gene expression of the top 4 genes was significantly and nega-
tively associated with methylation at the 4 CpG sites [P<0.001
for the STX11 transcript; P<0.001 for 2 OTX2 transcripts
(ILMN_1688075 and ILMN_1722959) and P<0.01 for a third
transcript (ILMN_2323465); P<0.001 for 2 TFAP2A transcripts
(ILMN_1733135 and ILMN_1765574) and P<0.05 for a third
TFAP2A transcript (ILMN_2374115), the fourth one
(ILMN_2282477) was not significant; and P<0.05 for the only
CYS1 transcript, as illustrated in Fig. 2].

Gene Set Enrichment Analysis

Gene set enrichment analysis including the genes listed in
Table S2 (number of CpG sitesD429, number of corresponding
associated genesD365, selected with a median P-value from boot-
strap <0.1 and a significant multiple-testing corrected P-value
<0.05), revealed significant enrichment of multiple transcription
factor pathways, in addition to specific cancer and erythrocyte
development pathways. Eighty genes had a transcription start
motif that matches annotation for the pre-B cell transcription

factor 3 (TCF3, E2A immunoglobulin enhancer binding factors
E12/E47, q-value <10 ¡<tbr>¡23 </tbr>). Seventy-one genes
had a transcription start motif for the transcription factor
MYC-associated zinc finger protein (MAZ, purine-binding tran-
scription factor, q-value 10¡<tbr>¡19 </tbr>). Furthermore, 78
genes had a transcription start motif for the Sp1 transcription
factor (SP1, q-value 10¡<tbr>¡17 </tbr>), and 54 genes for
the lymphoid enhancer-binding factor 1 (LEF1, q-value
<10 ¡<tbr>¡11 </tbr>). Finally, 53 genes were implicated in
erythroid progenitor regulation (q-value <10 ¡<tbr>¡11 </tbr>).

Replication of Candidate Folate-Associated
CpG Sites

Initially, we focused specifically on 4 “metastable epialleles”
that were recently associated with folate intake in humans at
conception (see details in Table S3).23 While not reaching

Figure 1. QQ-plots of observed vs. expected P-values in set 1 and set 2, respectively. In black: initial
locus-by-locus model analysis; in gray: 95% confidence interval. Note the global slight left deviation of
the initial analysis from the null effect line (represented in red) suggesting that we observe a larger
number of low P-values than what one can expect to find by chance. The deviation is more pro-
nounced for set 2 than for set 1.

Table 2. Directions of the association between folate exposure around time
of conception and DNA methylation in healthy control participants from
the California Childhood Leukemia Study.

All CpG sites
CpG sites

with P<0.05 (initial analysis)

Set1/ Set2 Positive b Negative b Set1/ Set2 Positive b Negative b

Positive b 54, 153 64, 103 Positive b 118 151
Negative b 89, 061 111, 946 Negative b 425 862

We found that the association was significantly more often negative (i.e.,
more folate was associated with less methylation), among all the CpG sites
and also among statistically significant CpG sites (McNemar test of reparti-
tion P<0.001 in both tables). Participants were randomly allocated in 2 data-
sets [n(set 1)D167, n(set 2)D176]. bDregression coefficient.
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statistical significance individually in our study, 87.5% of the
CpG sites in the 4 epialleles had the same negative direction
of association with folate as demonstrated by Dominguez-
Salas et al. (2014) (Fig. S7, P<0.05). Collectively, the
median methylation Z-score of these genes was negatively
associated with folate intake when dichotomized into high vs.
low folate groups (§ 515 mg/d, regression coefficientD -0.02,
P<0.05, see Fig. S8). We subsequently investigated whether
7 differentially methylated regions (DMRs) previously found
to be associated with folate levels in cord blood, i.e., at the
end of pregnancy,34 were also associated with periconcep-
tional folate levels in our study. DNA methylation informa-
tion was available for 62 CpG sites located in those DMRs
(see details in Table S4). Although the associations between
DNA methylation and folate exposure at conception did not
reach statistical significance apart from 2 CpG sites, we
observed the same direction of association as Amarasekera
et al. for one DMR (C21orf56); we observed an inverse asso-
ciation for 5 DMRs (ACADM, FZD7, LASP1, WNT9A,
ZFP57); and the direction of association was equivocal for
the last DMR (LY6E, see Fig. S9).

Subgroup Analyses

In order to test the hypothesis that folate has a limiting-factor
effect on DNA methylation in folate-deficient but not in folate-
replete populations, we performed subgroup analyses by 3 cate-
gories of folate consumption. We observe that the category with
the lowest consumption (<200 mg/d) has more positive than
negative associations, and this seems to reverse in categories with
more folate consumption.(see Fig. 3)

Validation of the Top Hits in an Independent
Data Set

We used publicly available data of the “The Gambia /
Aflatoxin / Seasonality study” to validate our top hits.41,42

Briefly, this study population represents a natural experi-
ment: Gambian mothers are exposed to high vs. low levels
of folate and other methyl-donor groups depending on the
season of the year, either dry or rainy.43 Therefore, babies
that were conceived during one or the other season were
naturally exposed to high or low levels of folate at the time
of conception. Babies’ DNA methylation was measured at
3–6 months old in peripheral blood cells. All of our 4 top
hits were associated in the same direction with folate expo-
sure as in our initial analysis, i.e., with negative associa-
tions between folate exposure and DNA methylation. For
three of the 4 top hits, this association was significant.
(<4.6Px10¡<tbr>¡5 </tbr> for cg15219145 in the pro-
moter of TFAP2A, and P<0.05 for cg13499966 in CYS1
and cg22664307 in STX11, Table 4).Ta
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Discussion

Using a position-agnostic genome-
wide approach our results show, for the
first time, that maternal self-reported
folate exposure prior to the time of con-
ception is associated with DNA methyl-
ation at birth in the offspring’s blood in
sites throughout the genome. Two of
the top associated sites were located at
or near the promoter regions of the
neuro-facial developmental genes
TFAP2A and OTX2, which are impli-
cated in neural crest development and
are responsible for neuro-facial birth
defects when mutated in the germ-
line.44-46 This suggests a potential
mechanism whereby folate may affect
susceptibility to neural tube defects via
its impact on the function of these
genes. OTX2 has also been involved in
medulloblastoma development.47

Moreover, among the top folate-sensi-
tive genes were STX11, a gene impli-
cated in acute myeloid leukemia48 and
CYS1 which is a candidate for cystic
kidney disease.49 We successfully vali-
dated 3 of our 4 top hits in an indepen-
dent study, and the association of the
site located in the promoter of TFAP2A
was very strong. In addition, all 4 hits
had a concordant direction of associa-
tion with folate exposure. The top
folate-sensitive genes were largely
enriched for numerous transcription factor pathways, some of
which are implicated in cancer development (such as MYC-asso-
ciated zinc finger protein50,51 and in blood cell development and
leukemia (e.g., TCF3 and LEF1).

We observed that folate exposure was primarily inversely asso-
ciated with DNA methylation. Our population was predominantly
constituted of individuals that were well nourished in folate (about
2/3 of the participants met the recommendations of 600 mg/d
during pregnancy).52 The observed inverse relation is in concor-
dance with a previous study by Boeke et al. that, using similar
methods, found a significant negative association between global
LINE-1 DNA methylation at birth and folate exposure at the time
of conception in a folate-replete US population.53 Two other UK
studies and one Australian study, which only considered folate
from supplements or total folate at the end of the pregnancy in
their assessments of global DNA methylation, have produced
inconsistent results (either a negative association or no association
at all).24,31,34 Our finding in concert with Boeke et al. suggests
that folate may not produce a limiting-factor effect on DNA meth-
ylation in folate-replete populations. Our subgroup analyses sug-
gest that folate-deprived populations have more positive
associations between folate and DNA methylation, and that this

reverses in folate-replete populations. This is consistent with the
hypothesis that folate at conception may be acting as a limiting
factor on DNA methylation but only below a certain threshold
(around 200 mg/d). Although the reason why folate is nega-
tively associated with DNA methylation in folate-replete popu-
lations is currently unknown, we can hypothesize that folate
levels produce negative feedback controls on DNA methylation
above a certain threshold, by yet unknown mechanisms. How-
ever, we must use some caution regarding our subgroup analyses
due to the low number of participants in the lowest category of
folate consumption (nD21). Moreover, in addition to the nega-
tive associations that we found between DNA methylation and
folate exposure, a global inflation on the qq-plots was observed.
This inflation can suggest either an unaccounted population
stratification factor (such as ancestry, for instance) or a global
effect of folate exposure on epigenome wide DNA methylation.
We believe that the latter is more probable given that a recent
before/after study on humans showed that high folate supple-
mentation was associated with global hypomethylation in sper-
matozoids.54 In this study, the association between DNA
methylation and folate exposure was also negative, concordantly
to our findings.

Figure 2. Panel 1: STX11, gene expression in relation to DNA methylation in its promoter
(cg22664307) in 86 pluripotent stem cells and their derivatives (data source: GEO, GSE30654). Note
that DNA methylation significantly repressed gene expression. DNA methylation has been dichoto-
mized into “Methylated” and “Unmethylated” categories, with the cutoff being b-value§ 0.032. Panel
2: OTX2 gene expression in relation to DNA methylation in its promoter (cg21039708) in 86 pluripo-
tent stem cells and their derivatives (data source: GEO, GSE30654). Note that for all the 3 transcripts,
DNA methylation significantly repressed gene expression. DNA methylation has been dichotomized
into “Methylated” and “Unmethylated” categories, with the cutoff being b-value § 0.1. Panel 3:
TFAP2A gene expression in relation to DNA methylation in its promoter (cg15219145) in 86 pluripo-
tent stem cells and their derivatives (data source: GEO, GSE30654). Note that for 3 out of the 4 tran-
scripts, DNA methylation significantly repressed gene expression. DNA methylation has been
dichotomized into “Methylated” and “Unmethylated” categories, with the cutoff being b-value §
0.07. Panel 4: Correlation between DNA methylation at 369 bp ahead of the promoter (cg13499966)
of CYS1 and its expression in peripheral mononuclear blood cells of 20 healthy adult men (data source:
GEO, GSE49065). Note that the association is significant and has a positive slope. The p-value is
derived from a Spearman’s test of correlation. Footnote: * for P<0.05, ** for P<0.01, and *** for
P<0.001; P-values were derived from Student t tests (unless otherwise specified).
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In one previous study, Amarasekera et al.34 examined the
association between very low or very high folate exposure at the
3rd trimester of pregnancy and genome-wide methylation at
birth. Seven DMRs were found that were either hypo- or hyper-
methylated in the high- vs. low-folate group. Among the 7 genes
associated with the DMRs, almost no significant association with
folate exposure at conception was found in our analysis. More-
over, the direction of methylation was opposite of the results

from Amarasekera et al. for five DMRs
(ACADM, LASP1, FZD7, WNT9A, and
ZFP57). In contrast to the current study,
Amarasekera et al. estimated folate
exposure at the end of pregnancy, once
the establishment of the epigenetic
state—which principally occurs during
early embryogenesis and persists through
life35,36 has already been established, and
thus constitutes a crucial difference with
our study, potentially explaining the dif-
ferences found between the studies.
Indeed, maternal blood folate levels at
the 3rd trimester of pregnancy are likely
to be higher than in the preconception
period, as it was recently reported in the
US that 89% of pregnant women take
folate supplements in their 3rd trimester
vs. only 55–60% in the 1st trimester.55

In a candidate-genes study, Dominguez-
Salas et al. observed significantly less
DNA methylation across 6 metastable
epialleles at birth in children exposed to
high vs. low folate during the pericon-
ception period.23 We tried to reproduce
these findings in our data by measuring
the association between DNA methyla-
tion and folate at 8 CpGs located in 4 of
the metastable epialleles investigated by
Dominguez-Salas et al. About 90% of
the associations were negative, and mean
DNA methylation across the 8 CpGs
was significantly and negatively associ-
ated with folate exposure at conception,
thus supporting the findings as Domi-
nguez-Salas et al. The concordance

between our data and that from a previous analysis using folate at
the time of conception, but not consistently with studies that
assessed folate exposure later in pregnancy or at birth, highlights
the importance of the timing of the folate exposure variable
when assessing its impact on DNA methylation.

Our study has several limitations. Maternal folate intake in the
year prior to pregnancy was assessed by food frequency question-
naires at a median of 4 y after the birth of the child. This long
time-lapse presents a risk of non-differential misclassification of
folate exposure due to a lack of precision in recall, although previ-
ous work suggests that participants are accurately and/or reliably
able to recall their past diets. For instance, nutrient intake derived
from food-frequency questionnaires of participants about their
usual diet 10–15 y ago were within 10% of their actual nutrient
intake when derived from their past diet records.56 In addition,
the length of the recall period (� 4 or � 7 years) did not impact
the repeatability of the FFQ answers related to frequency of fruit
consumption, quantity of cured meat consumed, and vitamin
supplement use in an study where 5 repeated questions were
administered to a subset of 85 CCLS participants in the year

Table 4. Validation of our top hits in whole peripheral blood of 118 infants
aged 3–6 months participants to the Gambia / Aflatoxin / Seasonality study.
DNA methylation at the 4 top hits was regressed against the season of the
babies’ conception, either the dry season (i.e., high folate exposure; coded
1), or the rainy season (i.e., low folate exposure; coded 0). All models were
adjusted for gender.

CpG ID Regression coef. P Gene Location

cg22664307 -0.0879 0.0469 STX11 6q24.2
cg21039708 -0.0328 0.6337 OTX2 14q22.3
cg15219145 -0.2009 4.6x10–5 TFAP2A 6p24.3
cg13499966 -0.0896 0.0488 CYS1 2p25.1

Figure 3. Ratios of positive/negative associations between DNA methylation and folate (as a linear
term) by categories of maternal folate consumption. We observe that the category with the lowest
consumption (< 200 mg/d) has more positive than negative associations, and this seems to reverse
in categories with more folate consumption.
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following their initial answer to the FFQ (unpublished results).
However, such bias could have contributed to an underestima-
tion of the strength of the associations. Cell-mixture estimation
was performed using a reference-set derived from an adult popu-
lation, thus potentially underestimating certain neonatal-specific
cell types. However, we attempted to overcome this potential
issue by adjusting for possible residual cell-mixture effect using
methodology of Teschendorff et al. and Leek et al.57,58

The finding that 2 out of the top 4 genes in our analyses are
ones implicated in neural tube defects and in other birth defects
(TFAP2A and OTX2) supports the hypothesis that alterations in
DNA methylation could be a mechanistic link between folate
deficiency and neural tube defects.1,5 CpG cg15219145
(chr6p24.3) is located in one of the TFAP2A promoters.
TFAP2A encodes a transcription factor implicated in epidermal
and neural crest development59 and is essential for initiation of
the normal developmental program in arches 2–7 and in the
trunk neural crest.44 Furthermore, mutations in TFAP2A cause
the branchio-oculo-facial syndrome, which is a rare autosomal
dominant birth defect.45 According to our results, we can pre-
sume that a lower folate exposure at the time of conception
increases methylation at the promoter of TFAP2A, repressing its
expression. Therefore, in profound folate deficient individuals
this mechanism may perhaps lead to defects in neural tube devel-
opment without any changes in DNA sequence. A similar mech-
anism could apply to CpG cg21039708 (chr14q22.3), which is
located in the promoter of OTX2 and for which DNA methyla-
tion was strongly and negatively associated with gene expression.
Mutations in this gene are associated with a micro/anophtalmia
syndrome.46 The folate-sensitivity of DNA methylation levels at
the promoters of these 2 genes provides promising evidence
toward the understanding of the pathogenesis of neural tube
defects, and further studies should be carried out to fully eluci-
date the role of methylation in development of this condition.

Our findings are compatible with the hypothesis that an early
onset of cancers—such as acute childhood leukemia may be trig-
gered by low folate exposure through DNA methylation mecha-
nisms. Indeed, OTX2 is described as an oncogene that is involved
in the development of medulloblastoma.47 Interestingly, intracra-
nial childhood tumors (including medulloblastomas) may be pre-
vented by folate intake during pregnancy.60 Among our top
genes was STX11, which is involved in cell-cycle regulation and
acute myeloid leukemia pathogenesis.48 Our CpG hit—
cg22664307 (6q24.2)—is located 89 bp upstream of the pro-
moter of STX11, and methylation at this locus was associated
with decreased expression. Moreover, pathway analysis of our
most significant genes revealed overlap with several transcription
factors, including MAZ, TCF3, SP1, LEF1, which are all impli-
cated at various degrees in cell-cycle regulation and cancer devel-
opment.50,51,61-63 Further studies should investigate the putative
mechanisms of folate on these transcription factors’ activity, as
they might be implicated in the pathogenesis of cancer develop-
ment, especially those that develop in utero.

In sum, this study adds to a body of literature that increasingly
suggests that folate nutrition in the periconceptional period is
inversely associated with DNA methylation in folate-replete

populations. We identified and validated in an independent
study key genes exhibiting this profile that could potentially
prove to be a mechanistic link between folate and birth defects,
as well as cancer. Further research should consider the levels of
other micronutrients, key intermediary metabolites in the folate
pathway such as homocysteine and methionine, with regards to
methylation levels and the genetics of folate metabolism.

Material and Methods

Study design and study population
Healthy control participants of the California Childhood Leu-

kemia Study (CCLS)—a Northern California population-based
case-control study that has recruited children with a diagnosis of
leukemia and matched healthy controls since 1996—were
included in the study. Case children were recruited in major clin-
ical centers of California at time of the initial diagnosis. At the
same time, a healthy control was randomly selected from the gen-
eral population, using the statewide birth certificate files. Controls
were matched by frequency, month and year of birth, gender,
race, Hispanic status, and the mother’s county of residence at
birth. A subset of participants with complete smoking informa-
tion were selected from the whole study sample and randomly
assigned to set 1 or set 2. The Institutional Review Boards of all
collaborating institutions approved the study protocol. Written
informed consents were obtained for all participating subjects.

Dried blood spots
Archived neonatal dried blood spots (DBS) at birth were ret-

rospectively obtained from the California Department of Public
Health. Five 14-mm diameter blood spot specimens were col-
lected from infants on S&S filter paper (also known as Guthrie
cards) by heel-stick after 12 hand usually no later than 6 d of age.

Early-development folate exposure
Extensive information on maternal diet one year prior to con-

ception was retrospectively collected through a modified version
of the Block food frequency questionnaire (FFQ).64 The ques-
tionnaire was administered to the mother at time of her child’s
diagnosis (or at the equivalent age for controls, median of 4 y
after the child’s birth). An analysis of the answers to the food fre-
quency questionnaire allows calculation of maternal Dietary
Folate Equivalents (DFEs). Briefly, the FFQ took approximately
20 minto administer. Frequency (by category from “never or less
than once per month,” to “2 or more per day”) and quantity
(i.e., an estimation of the portions sizes) of the consumption of
76 food items were assessed, as well as vitamin supplement use.
We calculated total DFEs by multiplying the frequency and the
reported quantity of each food by its DFE content, and summing
over all foods. DFEs take into account any differences in folate
bioavailability according to the source and to the chemical form
(e.g., folic acid or folate), including natural, supplemental, and
food fortification sources.
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Epigenetic material
Approximately 300–500 ng of high molecular weight DNA

was extracted from a 1/4 section of a 1.5 cm2 archived neonatal
DBS (stored at -20�C from the time of birth) using Qiagen
blood card extraction protocol and bisulfite treated using the EZ
DNA Methylation-DirectTM Kit (Zymo). Genome-wide DNA
methylation was then measured in these bisulfite converted DNA
samples using Illumina� Infinium HumanMethylation450 Bead-
Chip arrays. CpG sites with detection P-values > 0.01 were
defined as bad CpG sites and discarded. CpG sites with >15 %
of absence of information (i.e., >15% of total samples) were
totally excluded from the analysis. Samples with >15 % of bad
CpG sites (of the 450K loci) were also excluded from the analy-
sis. The DNA methylation data preprocessing consisted of func-
tional normalization according to Fortin et al.65 to control for
batch and position effects, and removal of SNP- and sex-related
CpGs, as well as polymorphic CpG sites and cross-hybridizing
probes.38 Following this, there were 319, 264 CpG sites included
in the analysis. Joo et al. have demonstrated that DNA methyla-
tion measured by the HM450k array on archived dried blood
spots is fully correlated with DNA methylation measured by the
same platform on same individuals’ matched frozen buffy coats
(correlation coefficient D 0.99), therefore proving that this mate-
rial is suitable for DNA methylation analyses.66

Statistical analyses
We examined association between maternal folate intake and

DNA methylation intensity of 319, 264 CpG sites in a locus-by-
locus analysis. Logit-transformed b-values (M-values) were used
as the outcome variable, and total DFE (folate) as the continuous
exposure variable. The following covariates were included in the
locus-by-locus models: gender, gestational age, proportions of
monocytes, B-cells, T-cells (CD4T and CD8T), and natural
killer cells (estimated on reference-based methods according to
Houseman et al.67). We also included the first 2 principal com-
ponents generated by principal component analysis computed on
the matrix of residuals of the models, in order to adjust for possi-
ble residual cell-mixture effect that would not have been esti-
mated with the reference-based technique, according to
Teschendorff et al. and Leek et al.57,58 Such residual cell-mixture
effects in our experiment may be due to blood cell types specific
to neonates (e.g., a high proportion of reticulocytes). The same
procedure was implemented in 2 independent sample sets
(nset1D167, nset2D176). Genomic inflation factors were calcu-
lated based on median chi-square distribution.68 In order to
decrease the number of chance findings (i.e., false-positive find-
ings), the data were resampled 1, 000 times with replacement
(i.e., bootstrapping) in each set, with the locus-by-locus model
run on each bootstrap sample. This procedure resulted in a distri-
bution of P-values for each CpG site. We then selected all CpG
sites with an inter-quartile range of P-values from bootstrapping
<0.05 in both sets for further analysis (i.e., the most significant
CpG sites that replicated across set 1 and set 2). We also chose a
less stringent median bootstrapping P-value cut-off of P<0.1 in
both sets to generate a larger list of CpG sites for pathway
analysis.

For the top concordant CpG sites resulting from the bootstrap,
corrections for multiple testing were performed by permutation
tests.39,40 In order to draw an empirical distribution of the regres-
sion coefficients under the null hypothesis that there is no associa-
tion between DNA methylation and folate exposure, we randomly
resampled our exposure variable (i.e., folate exposure) 1, 000 times
while keeping the outcome variable and covariates fixed. P-values
from permutations tests were ranked and compared to the ranked
P-values from the initial analysis, and the permutation-corrected
P-values were calculated as the number of higher P-values from
permutations / total number of P-values for each rank. Both sets
were combined for this analysis. Analyses were carried out using
R69: the ‘limma’ package70 was used to run the locus-by-locus
analysis; the ‘Gviz’ package71 was used to create gene location fig-
ures; and the ‘Haplin’ package72 was used to draw qq-plots.

We also performed subgroups analyses. We categorized our
participants in 3 subgroups with the following total DFE con-
sumptions: (1) < 200 mg/d (nD21), (2) between 200 and
600 mg/d (nD178), and (3) > 600 mg/d (nD139). Categories
were based on clinical references from the US. Institute of Medi-
cine.73 Less than 200 mg/d of DFE was associated with persistent
erythrocytopenia in otherwise healthy adults, and the recom-
mended dietary allowances for pregnant women is 600 mg/d of
DFE. We modeled the associations between folate and DNA
methylation (according to the above mentioned locus-by-locus
model) separately in each category of folate consumption. We
then calculated the ratio of the number of positive associations
on the number of negative associations and we plotted the loga-
rithm of this ratio for each category.

Gene expression
Our top CpG sites were located in or near gene promoters

(<370 bp). To estimate whether DNA methylation at these loci
may be associated with gene expression, we used 2 publicly avail-
able databases from Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) contain-
ing both DNA methylation data and gene expression data from
the same samples. The first and main dataset [accession:
GSE30654] consisted of 86 pluripotent stem cells and their
derivatives; the corresponding assays were HM450K methylation
arrays and the Illumina HumanHT-12 V3.0 expression beadchip
(NB. Did not include CYS1). Due to the large sample size, we
assessed all the available CpG sites/genes in this data set. A sec-
ond dataset [accession: GSE49065] was used to estimate the
expression of CYS1 only in function of its methylation, in
peripheral mononuclear blood cells of 20 healthy adult men
(HM450K and Affymetrix Human Gene 1.1 ST Array). Gene
expression as a function of DNA methylation was plotted for
each gene (see Fig. S6), and if a bimodal pattern was observed,
the DNA methylation variable was dichotomized to test for an
association with gene expression by performing a Student t test;
otherwise, a Spearman test of correlation was performed with
continuous variables.

Gene pathway analysis
Pathway analysis was carried out on the longer list of the sig-

nificant (P<0.1) and sign concordant CpG sites from the 2 data
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sets using the Gene Set Enrichment Analysis web tool.74,75 For
this analysis, we retrieved the gene identifiers for all the CpG sites
of our list that were associated with a gene. We report P-values
corrected for multiple testing (False Discovery Rate q-values)
<10 ¡<tbr>¡10 </tbr>.

Replication of candidate folate-sensitive sites
We estimated DNA methylation variations in function of

folate intake and covariates for candidate-probes from our array
that were located in previously investigated folate-sensitive
regions (as described by23,34); Genome addresses are listed in
Tables S3 and S4. We combined set 1 and set 2 in order to
increase sample size and statistical power. DNA methylation was
assessed in function of folate intake; covariates of the model
were: gender, race, gestational age, cell-mixture, and set number.
We dichotomized the folate variable into high vs. low groups by
taking the median of folate intake in our data. Similar to the
methods described in Dominguez-Salas et al., we pooled the
b-values of all the CpG sites of interest, by taking the median
b-value for each participant.

Validation of the top hits
We used publicly available data of the “The Gambia / Afla-

toxin / Seasonality study” from the GEO database to replicate
our top hits (accession: GSE59592). The study analyzed DNA
methylation of peripheral whole blood of 118 infants aged 3–6
months with the Illumina� Infinium HumanMethylation450
BeadChip arrays. The season of conception was recorded as being
either dry or rainy. Previous analyses of this study population
have shown that the mothers had lower levels of folate during the
dry season than during the rainy season.42,43 DNA methylation
b-values were logit-transformed in M-values, and multiple linear
regression tests were performed to assess DNA methylation at
our 4 top hits as the outcome, in function of the season of con-
ception as the exposure (the dry season corresponding to high
folate exposure was coded 1, and the rainy season corresponding
to low folate exposure was coded 0), while adjusting for gender.
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